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ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

St Anne Church 
Restoration

SCOPE WORK INCLUDED IN PROPOSAL:

Decorative Plaster Arches: Decorative Plaster Arches at failed Corbel 
location

Restoration and Replication of Arches

Demo failed arch areas at three locations. Fire resistant plywood was 
added as needed and secured existing framing by mechanically 
fastening.  Attached wire lath and bonded for runs of new arches to 
match existing.  This occurred at three locations.  

Three silicone molds with hydrocal support shells were created for the 
lower arch panel termination point, the radius center of the arch panel 
and also the rosette in the center of the radius panel.  From these molds 
castings were created and installed.  Once installed, the castings were 
pointed into the runs in place by hand.  The new runs of the arch panels 
were blended and feathered into the old runs.  The sides of the arches 
were bonded filled and skimmed.

Areas that were loose in these locations have been secured with 
mechanical fasteners. Cracks have been opened, cleaned, bonded and 
filled with plaster.   
Arches are left paint ready for Phase 2.

-Total Cost for restoring and replacing the lower arch face (3) Arches 
34,500.00

Decorative Plaster Angel

45,250.00



ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

Restore Angel. Patch broken area on front of Angel. Secure Angel as 
needed by mechanically fastening to framing. Patch separation behind 
right shoulder. Create toe mold and cast.  Install new toe and sculpt. 
Leave paint ready for Phase 2.

-Total Cost for Angel restoration: 2,250.00

WORK NOT INCLUDED IN PROPOSAL:

Plaster Crown Molding Restoration:

Cut out large crack along plaster crown molding shelf and remove loose 
areas on both sides of Church.  Cast panels as needed to replace broken 
shelf area.  Wad plaster and sisal into seam and secure newly cast 
panels.  Infill with plaster and binding agent.  Point finish and blend new 
to old.  Sand as needed and leave paint ready for Phase 2.

-Total Cost for Plaster Crown Molding Restoration: 8,500.00

 

Good morning,

These items will be completed in full by mid-week at the latest.  

The remaining items are the two columns and securing the 

remaining areas of the ceiling that can be reached and also the 

molding and arches that were not included in the original 

proposal.

Thanks,

Adam

BALANCE DUE $45,250.00


